Addendum 2
File # 17-0593

Project: Steam Turbine and Gear Reduction Set for Boiler #3 ID Fan

This addendum serves to notify all bidders of the following changes to the solicitation documents:

1. **The bid opening date has been extended to Thursday, November 2, 2017 at 2pm.**

2. The following questions are answered:

   Q1. Do you have the make and model of the current gearbox, so that we can assure the correct match?
   
   A1. The existing gearbox is a Terry brand. There is very little legible information on the nameplate.
       Gear No 55225 (it might be 5522.5)
       Type 0
       HP 85
       There is also a 688 (assumed as output max speed)
       And a 3986 (assumed as input max speed)

   Q2. Under the specs of the turbine, it was saying that the inlet shall be on the right hand side, and exhaust on the left. In the diagram you sent us it was showing the opposite. Please advise on if how it is shown in the diagram is correct, or if it is not.
   
   A2. The configuration drawing provided in Addendum 1 is what is currently is correct.

Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by initialing and dating Addendum #2 below the bid form on the invitation for bids or acknowledging Addendum 2 in the Bid Express electronic solicitation.

Posted: October 30, 2017

An Equal Opportunity Employer